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First Few Words
I am informed that the principles which modern market
philosophy
is governed by the principle that the
manufacturers are required to manufacture not what is good,
noble, beautiful, spiritual and therefore desirable for the
consumers to elevate their souls but what is pleasant,
palatable, attractive, temporal and therefore desired to
satisfy their senses. Therefore, the ideas, ideals, the idols
which modern man addresses himself has to more on
temporal level than the spiritual. But since the temporal
endowments are superfluous, temporary, transient, fleeting
changing, modifying and transforming its forms from person
to person, from place to place and from period to period
unlike the spiritual truths which is foundational, permanent,
abiding, immutable and un-changing from person to person,
from place to place and from period to period, men of Wisdom
reject the pleasant, palatable, attractive, temporal and accept
the good, noble, beautiful, spiritual.
In life I had set for my goals that which is good, noble,
beautiful, spiritual to transcend unsuccessfully though pulled
down like all human beings by what was pleasant, palatable,
attractive, temporal. When I set myself on the Patt to
Perfection, I came to the conclusion that the best way of
traversing the Path to Perfection, is to study and ponder over
every book and every scripture and jot down my impressions
and responses on paper and in books, though I knew that my
impressions and responses were neither complete nor
conclusive, but I believe that what I had studied was

beneficial to me and what I had jotted down as impressions
and responses would be helpful to others.
Many of my earlier books were of such impressions
and responses, which I desired to share with others. But soon
I found that modern generation did not desire to share my
impressions and responses and the books printed and
published were left unshared let alone sold. My requests to
the Booksellers to keep them in their shops received no
response. Since then my desire to print and publish decreased
and I opened my own Web site hhtp//nagshsonde.com and
uploaded many of books so that those people who were
interested in them may have access to them. My desire is not
to teach others what I myself have not experienced but to
share through communication what I have gathered as
traversed the Path to Perfection. If the communication helps
some my purpose will be served; if the communication does
not serve their purpose I have nothing to regret for having
done what I have to do and what I have done.
Mumbai
15th January 2012

Nagesh D. Sonde
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Bhaja Govindam
Human beings in primordial life - saMsaar influenced by organ of senses are
obsessed with the apparent rather than with the real, with what thy see as forms
than with the essence within those forms, dazzled by the perceived benefits of the
physical science and technology rather than by the energy and vibrancy of the
ethical, moral and spiritual force of the essence. Modern society while reaping the
fruits which science and technology has bestowed on them through the instruments
of senses and analyzed and comprehended though intellectual ability have
overlooked the danger of the awesome power placed in the hands of the many
unenlightened members of the society lacking ethical, moral and spiritual vision.
Consequently for the modern world science and technology have been more a bane
than blessing, not only to shatter the bodies but also to warp the minds, degrading
the life rather than elevate the souls, thereby failing to experience the peace within.
Sir Winston Churchill seeing the catastrophic, devastating damage which
technology and instruments of mass destruction have wrought by the World War
II, drew the attention of the enlightened minds, saying “Projects undreamt by the
past generations will absorb our immediate descendants; forces terrific and
devastating will be in their hands; comforts, activities, amenities and pleasures
will crowd upon them but their hearts will ache, their lives will be barren, if they
have not vision above material things. And with hopes and powers will come
dangers, out of all proportion to the growth of man’s intellect, to the strength of his
character or the efficacy of the institutions. Once more the choice is offered
between blessing and cursing”. Adding further he remarked, “Without an equal
growth of mercy, pity, peace and love, science may itself destroy all that males
human life majestic and tolerable. There was never a time when the inherent virtue
of human beings required more strong and confident expression in daily life ; there
never was a time when the hope of immortality and disdain for earthly life and
achievements were more necessary for the safety of the children of men”.
More prophetic words could not have been voiced than these. But human
beings blinded by the ego-sense and the influence of the senses have been rushing
where even fools would hesitate enter. The world from beginning was not created
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in a day nor human beings became wise through momentary impulse but evolved
gradually, guided more often by hopeless quest for temporal happiness possessing
externally perceived material forms rather than guided by the ethical, moral or
spiritual principles that energize and enrich the essence within. Consequently with
the degradation of ethical, moral and spiritual values civilizations after civilization
in Egypt, Mesopotamia, Sumerian, Assyria, Greece and Rome floundered, only
their arts, science and philosophies remaining silent sentinels of the majesty of
human mind and enterprise, while civilizations of India and China, though in the
intervening period of time succumbed to the lure of the lucre and the material
endowments offered by science and technology maintained to a large extent a
balance between the rich and vibrant ethical, moral and spiritual values - Eaoya, the
Proper as well as their arts, science and philosophies - p`oya, the Pleasant.
One should put the forms in the sacrificial fires, so that out of that exertion
the dark smokes will be brushed aside the alluring sun-rays will be withdrawn by
and by allowing and the brilliant, auspicious face of the formless will shine
energizing in all resplendence. Indeed sa%ya, the Prime Existence, which is lost in
verbiage of the words is found in the silence of the Mind. No words can describe
sa%ya, the Prime Existence, all words failing to speak what sa%ya, the Prime Existence
really is. Only when the senses are restrained and the intellect is still then in the
mind sa%ya, the Prime Existence comes to be experienced. Scriptures only indicate
sa%ya, the Prime Existence by symbols and suggestions, both the words and mind
return without attaining it – “yatao vaacaao inavat-nto Ap`aPya manasaa sah|”.
Indian seers and saints from earlier days were fully conscious that one who
concentrates on the forms would not perceive the essence secreted within those
forms, one who concentrates on words will not access the meaning to be conveyed,
one who stick to the river banks will never experience the Bliss of the vast Ocean, ,
unless one liberates oneself transcending from the attractions of the forms, saakar
ba`*mana\ neither the formless, inarakar ba`*mana\ would be revealed nor the Bliss of the essence
within would be experienced by him. On India‟s spiritual canvas during the last
two thousand years or so there have been no one who displayed uncanny power of
discrimination, force of unambiguous rationalization or clarity of vision as Sri Adi
Shanjaracharya displayed in clarifying sa%ya, the Prime Existence to those who were
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content to find shelter and satisfaction in the amassed information which they
called Knowledge. Confused and bewildered by the immensity of empirical
Knowledge they thought themselves wise in Wisdom and paraded their undigested
Knowledge, spending their time and energy in following various means, treading
various paths and propitiating the various forms.
A legend records that once when Sri Shankara was passing one early
morning in Kashi with his disciples, he overheard an old teacher teaching his
wards Panini’s grammar rules as Knowledge that would equip them to reach the
abode of Brahman. Seeing him spend his entire life wasting time in empirical
Knowledge without being enlightened of the Wisdom of Brahman Sri Shankara
being compassionate informed him that any one can recollect, remember and recite
the vedic hymns and yet remain ignorant of sa%ya, the Prime Existence, whereas even
an illiterate can experience sa%ya, the Prime Existence and be called the true seers.
Because it is not in words but in the space between the two words that sa%ya, the
Prime Existence is to be sought, since it is there as vibrant Anaaht Qvaina it exists.
Bringing to his attention the futility of studying grammar to understand the
meaning of Brahman or propitiating the various forms, treading various paths and
following various means, he prevailed upon him to concentrate on the essence
within those forms, putting aside all the various forms, various paths and various
means which are but the steps that lead to the essence, sa%ya, the Prime Existence,
who is not in Panini’s grammar but in the seeker‟s heart within. It is it to drawn
out through constant remembrance of sa%ya, the Prime Existence, be repeating again
and again the one chosen name according to one‟s attributes and inclination. Bhaja
Govindam is said to have been composed by Sri Shankara on this occasion. Adi
Shankar is known as the proponent of AWOt &ana maaga-, with Siva as the presiding deity;
but his advocacy for WOt Bai> maaga- with Sri Vishnu and Krishna was no less compelling
and convincing, seeing the innumerable verses composed by him in praise of Sri
Vishnu as – “Aaidkta- naarayaNaa#ya: ivaYNau:” and his principal descent Krishna as the one
born in the Devaki’s womb as an aspect – “ivaYNau BaaOmasya ba`*maNa:”.
Bhaja Govindam also known as maaoh mauD\gar consists of 33 verses out of which
the first 12 verses known as WadSa maHjairka stao~ma\ are attributed to Shankara himself
and 14 verses to his each of his 14 disciples known as catud-Sa maHjairka stao~ma and of the
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balance 7 veses 5 are again credited to Shankar and the balance 2 as conclusion to
some unknown person.

Baja gaaoivandma\
Baja gaaoivandM Baja gaaoivandM Baja gaaoivandM maUZmato |
saMp`aPto sainnaihtM kalao naih naih rxait Duik`MkrNao || 1 ||
Meditate on the Lord, meditate on the Lord, meditate on the Lord, O the misguided
one. Since when time comes near grammar would not be of any help.
Explanation
sa%ya, the Prime Existence is not accessible through words, because there are
no words which describe it. Any one can know vedic hymns, memorizing,
remembering and recollecting them. Shankara addresses the old man as maUZ, not the
fool but the misguided one, who is wasting his life memorizing, remembering and
recollecting the vedic hymns and studying the grammatical rules. It is easier for
one who is wandering confused and confounded to be directed to traverse the right
direction. It is easier for one who is ignorant to be instructed in Knowledge. But for
one who refuses to admit that he is ignorant, confused and confounded, who being
egoist mistakes his undigested aggregation of information, the Knowledge as
Wisdom and instead flaunts himself as wise in Wisdom, then it is as difficult to
become a man of Wisdom, even as it is difficult to awaken a man who behaves that
he is asleep, though not in sleep. A Knowledgeable person is not necessarily a man
of Wisdom, his mind being closed he can never be receptive to the resonance of the
soundless Sound, the stillness of the Silence, sa%ya, the Prime Existence. Whereas
even an illiterate person can become aware of sa%ya, the Prime Existence.
A man of Wisdom is not the one who knows what sa%ya, the Prime Existence is
but one, who reading between the lines is capable of decipher the meaning
concealed between two words and experiencing heart, thought and in mind as
palpable Existence and becoming immortal – “)da manaIYaa manasaaiBa@laRPtaoya etiwdurmaRtasto Bavaint
||” (Katha Up. II.3.9). For a man of Wisdom, Baja, Bajana signifies the performance of
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action through surrender and submission to the resplendent supreme Self by the
individual self, Bai> being the consequential and resultant communion. Bajana means
sa%ya, the Prime Existence being constantly in devotee‟s heart, thought and in mind.
When one sees, listens, smells, tastes, touches within and without one feels the
presence of the Lord, in earth, air, fire, wind and space, high and low and in every
direction. When one vacates one‟s heart, thought and mind of the empirical
thoughts there in the silent space, enters sa%ya, the Prime Existence enters. Brihad
Aranyaka Up (IV.iv.23) that the one who is wise in Wisdom, experiencing the
ineffability of the supreme Lord his greatness is thereafter not increased or
decreased by performance of actions, is not tainted by evil, becomes calm. Selfcontrolled, withdrawn, patient and collected seeing the supreme Self in his own
individual self, and sees all in the supreme Self. Evil does not overcome him; he
overcomes the evil. Evil does not burn him; he burns the evil. Free from evil, free
from taint, free from doubt, becomes a Brahmin, the man of Wisdom.
Therefore wake up before it is too late. Your desires for possessions and
positions, for name and fame are transitory ephemeral fleeting and when time to
depart comes none of these nor the Knowledge which is but aggregation of
information, even as possessions and positions, for name and fame are, will save
one from the jaws of death. That which was never yours, which comes in to your
custody for a brief period of time and when time comes and your self leaves the
body it would no more remain in your custody, is not some thing to which one
should cling. Indeed the self within and the supreme Self without is what remains
ever and ever as eternal, which one should cling to, remembering and recollecting
the essence, naama of the supreme Lord - Baja gaaoivandM Baja gaaoivandM Baja gaaoivandma\ .

maUZ jahIih QanaagamatRYNaaM kuru sad\bauiw maanaisa ivatRYNaama\ |
yallaBasao inajakmaao-<patM iva<aM tona ivanaaodya ica<ama\ || 2 ||
O the misguided one, give up the thirst for possessions and positions, inculcate
pure thoughts renouncing craving from mind. Whatever one receives from
performance of actions, whatever one gains rejoice one‟s mind.
Explanation :
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Empirical Knowledge only helps in preparing the ground, it is Spiritual
Wisdom that enables one to sow the seeds, nurture the plants to flower and produce
fruits in abundance. Empirical Knowledge is like a raw fruit, not the ripe fruit
which Wisdom represents. Therefore Knowledge at any moment in time is
incomplete Wisdom alone being the complete when it dawns and makes the life
enlightened by the resplendence of sa%ya, the Prime Existence. If Knowledge is like a
raw fruit if needs it has to picked , if Wisdom is ripe fruit if needs not to picked, for
it falls by itself. Therefore, one should stop clinging to Knowledge and cease to be
enamoured with the temporal possessions and positions, name and fame, because
Knowledge remaining as dry as the seeds yet to be planted. Instead one should
become wise in wisdom equipped and qualified to enrich his life with green grass
and fields rich in luscious fruits and golden grains reveling in the bliss and flabby
beatitude of sa%ya, the Prime Existence. Wisdom does not desire to renounce saMsaar,
Wisdom desires to liberation from saMsaar. saMsaar,

naarIstnaBarnaaBaIdoSaM dRYT\vaa maa gaa maaohaavaoSama\ |
etnmaaMsavasaaidivakrM manaisa ivaican%ya vaarM vaarma\ || 3 ||
Do not, do not be fascinated or deluded seeing woman‟s breast or her navel,
thinking of them again and again, since they are nothing but mass of flesh and flab

nailanaIdlagatjalamaittrlaM tWjjaIivatamatISaya caplama\ |
ivaiw vyaaQyaiBamaanaga`stM laaokM SaaokhtM ca samastma\ || 4 ||
Like the drops of water on the lotus leaf are unsteady even so the life is similarly
unsteady. Know the world is unstable distressed by disease and conceit, engulfed
by sorrow and worry.
Explanation :
The primordial life, saMsaar is ephemeral transient and fleeting and that it is
ephemeral transient and fleeting itself makes it attractive. The more ephemeral
transient and fleeting a thing is, more attractive the thing becomes. The stones are
less attractive than the flowers, if there was no old age then who will be enamoured
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with youth, if there was no death of the body, then who will be enamored with the
body or kept being harmed? saMsaar the primordial life, is unsteady like the drops of
water on the lotus leaf , unstable distressed by disease and conceit, engulfed by
sorrow and worry. It appears to exist in the present means that the primordial life,
saMsaar takes the shape, good or bad, happy or unhappy, according to the responses
which the Mind projects. Maitri Upanishad equates Mind with the primordial life,
saMsaar – “ica<amaova saMsaarma\ |”. Since the Mind formats saMsaar Maya is defined as “”. The
primordial life, saMsaar changes as the impressions on Mind change from time.
Therefore the primordial life, saMsaar cannot be sa%ya, the Prime Existence which one
should seek.
The men of Wisdom do not advocate one to renounce ephemeral transient
and fleeting primordial life, saMsaar, because one who runs away from such ephemeral
transient and fleeting life could not be one who is spiritually inclined. Instead they
promote that which is abiding, enduring and eternal in existence. The primordial
life, saMsaar was not in existence in the past, it appears to exist in the present and again
does not exist in the future. sa%ya, means that which was in the past that which is in
the present and that which will exist in future as well. If one seeks sa%ya, the Prime
Existence which is abiding, enduring and eternal in existence, then rationally one
has to detach oneself from the attractions and enticements of the things that are
ephemeral transient and fleeting. sa%ya, means that which always IS, etrnal and
perennial in Existence.
Strange as it mat appear human beings see what they desire to see. Fault
does not lie in Nature if men are attracted by women; fault does not lie with
women if the men are attracted by their breasts or by their navel. Attraction is
necessary for reproduction of life, and not for nothing else. Fault lies if such
natural attraction is used for any other reason, other than for reproduction of life.
Fault lies in unrestrained desires unbridled actions. The greatest failing of human
being is that he uses attraction for women for purposes than reproduction of life. If
he becomes consciously aware that attraction for women gives temporary,
transient, fleeting pleasures he will cease to be attracted by desires and attractions
which give temporary, transient, fleeting pleasures then he will desire the company
of the supreme Lord, which would give abiding, enduring satisfaction, the bliss
and beatitude.
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yaavaiW<aaopaja-nasa>staavainnajapirvaarao r>: |
pScaajjaIvait jaja-rdoho vaata- kao|ip na pRcCit gaoho || 5 ||
As long as one has wealth and strength to perform actions in life that long do one‟s
dependents are inclined towards him; later when one lives in frail body no one in
his residence speaks to him.

yaava%pvanaao inavasait gaoho tava%pRcCit kuSalaM gaoho |
gatvait vaayaaO dohapayao Baayaa- ibaByait tismankayao || 6 ||
As long as breath remains in the body that long one inquires of one‟s well-being.
One breath leaves the body even one‟s wife become frightened seeing the body.

baalastava%k`IDasa>struNastaava<aruNaIsa>: |
vaRwstavaiccantasa>: pro ba`*maiNa kao|ip naasa>: || 7 ||
Childhood is lost in sport and play, Youth is spent in being attracted by women,
Old age is spent in anxiety, but any time is spent in remembering is remembering
the supreme Lord.
Explanation :
As long as one has desires in mind that long one remains attached to things
desired. The proposition that primordial life, saMsaar is ephemeral transient and
fleeting is only a figure of speech, a manner of expression. If saMsaar is ephemeral
transient and fleeting then it could not be eternal, perennial and permanent,
therefore relevant and reality, sa%ya, the Prime Existence. saMsaar was there before the
soul acquired a gross body. saMsaar would be there even after the soul departs from the
gross body, becoming comprehensively vibrant during the period when the soul
acquires a gross body and the soul departs from the body, with acquisition and
aggregation of innumerable impression on mind in the course from childhood,
youth and old age, caused by the influence of the organs of senses - “ica<amaova saMsaarma\ |”.
Impression on mind are not permanent; they change with every new impression on
mind made by the senses with new information and Knowledge. One gives rise to
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saMsaar because one allows the impression on mind to influence one‟s day to day
responses. It is in this sense that saMsaar is said to impermanent, transient. Therefore
when one speaks of liberation it is not so much from the saMsaar as it is from the
pernicious influence of ever changing, ever transforming influence of the new
information and Knowledge.
Saying repeatedly that saMsaar is ephemeral transient and fleeting one cannot be
a renouncer, saying saMsaar to be ephemeral transient and fleeting one reminds oneself
the moments of sorrow are sure to follow the moments of pleasures. One is
attracted by the moments of pleasures, not by the moments of sorrow. Living in
duality the man subjugated by saMsaar desires to be delivered from the moments of
sorrow to revel in by the moments of pleasures. The man of Wisdom being
consciously aware that saMsaar is aggregation of the moments of pleasures and the
moments of sorrow remains unattached from both. He was happy when he was
born and he remains happy when the moment of death comes.

ka to kanta ksto pu~: saMsaarao|yamatIva ivaica~: |
ksya %vaM k: kut: Aayaatst%vaM icantya tidh Ba`ant: || 8 ||
Who is your wife, who is your son, strange is the relationship in saMsaar. Who are
yours, from where have you come, ponder over these problems, my brother.
Explanation :
On empirical level, one becomes conscious of relationship between two or
more persons because the external forms of the persons are visible to the organs of
senses and not the relationship of essence, the self within those forms, making
human beings presume to be architect of the persons, the forms as well as the
essence, the self within those forms. Relationship with forms is inborn, inherent,
innate attribute of saMsaar, establishing a series of relationship as son, daughter, wife,
husband, father or mother, family, community, society, state, nation and as the
entire human race. The relationship in saMsaar begins with the essence, the self posited
within forms referred as birth and ends when the essence, the life ceases from
being within the forms, referred as death. For instance the relationship of the father
or the mother with sons, daughters and the rest exists and is nurtured so long the
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essence, the life exists within forms. The moment the essence, the life ceases from
the body-forms of the father or the mother, relationship for them with sons,
daughters and the rest ceases at that very moments. The same is the situation for
sons, daughters and the rest except that the relationship endures and subsists as
memory so long the essence, the life exists within the body-forms of the sons,
daughters and the rest.
It is a strange dichotomy of saMsaar, the primordial world that even after
experiencing saMsaar as bondage human beings desire to continue in that relationships
with external forms, rarely realizing that he only contributes to the creation of the
form, the creator of essence, having no awareness of the unperceived unknown
power or energy, the essence within the forms. Relationship as son, daughter, wife,
husband, father or mother, family, community, society, state, nation and
attachment to them is transient, fleeting and temporary so long as one or the other
person is alive. When the essence, the self posited within the forms leaves the
forms, the forms becoming decayed, disintegrated and destroyed. Consequently
even as the self posited within the forms can claim relationship with the forms and
not father or mother, even as a builder of a mansion cannot claim relationship with
the mansion built by him once the mansion is occupied by others. The attachment
to the transient, fleeting and temporary relationship is a sign of immaturity and
ignorance and being detached with sense of renunciation is sign of maturity and
Wisdom.
To understand relationship in saMsaar or realize the inconceivable Lord one need
not be frightened of that saMsaar, or the supreme Lord, all that is required is a strong
determination and commitment strengthened by the influence of pure, auspicious
environment of noble souls to uplift and enrich their life. When a self is born in
gross physical body-form then one feels comforted externally in the company of
other like forms, not with the essence in their forms. For indeed all relationship is
a mirage, deceptive in representation, therefore establishing relationship with the
deceptive representation is folly, intelligence demanding establishment of
relationship with the unseen essence within the various forms seen. Men who are
wise in Wisdom having experienced the vibrant energy of the essence within the
forms, choose to establish relationship with enduring, eternal, perennial essence.
Then as said in Isha Upanishad, “yastu savaa-iNa BaUtanyaa%manyaovaanaupSyit | sava-BaUtoYau caa%maanaM ttao na ivajaugauPsato
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||” - One who knows that all creation abides in Him, how could there be delusion,
and how can there be any grief, when Him alone one sees. Therefore Shankara
rhetorically poses the question, “ka to kanta ksto pu~: saMsaarao|yamatIva ivaica~: | ksya %vaM k: kut:
Aayaatst%vaM icantya tidh Ba`ant: ||” - Who is your wife, who is your son, strange is the
relationship in saMsaar. Who are yours, from where have you come, ponder over
these problems, my brother.

sa%saMga%vao inassaMga%vaM inassaMga%vao inamaao-h%vama\ |
inamaao-h%vao inaScala t%vaM (inaScala ica<aM) inaScala t%vao (inaScala ica<aoo) jaIvanamaui>: || 9 ||
In the company of noble souls all attachments become resolved, from nonattachment comes deliverance from delusion, from deliverance from delusion
comes immutable principle (tranquil mind) from immutable principle (tranquil
mind) come deliverance.

vayaisa gato k: kamaivakar: SauYko inIro k: kasaar: |
xaINao iva<ao k: pirvaarao &ato t<vao k: saMsaar: || 10 ||
When time passes where would variations in desires be, when waters vaporize
where would the lake be, when wealth diminishes where would the relatives be,
when supreme Lord is realized where would the bondage?

maa kuru QanajanayaaOvanagava-hrit inamaoSaa%kala: sava-ma\ |
maayaaimadmaiKalaM ih%vaa ba`*mapdM %vaM p`ivaSa ivaid%vaa || 11 ||
Do not pride oneself about wealth, persons or of one‟s youth, knowing ll thse with
time case to exist. Being dispassionate and detached from the delusion of these
things in saMsaar, enter the world of Brahman.
Explanation :
Deliverance from saMsaar and abidance in sa%ya, the Prime Existence is possible
struggling and fighting here and now living and not running away from the battle
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field. Though a Sanyasi by temperament and choice Shankara does recommend for
all the discipline of sanyaasa, life of renunciation. He does not suggest denial of the saMsaar
but understanding and appreciation. If one is born a human being there must be
some reasons for the same. One must understand the reasons and live life
dispassionately - tona %ya>ona BauiHjaIqaa: maa gaRQa: kasyaisvawnama \. Enjoying life is not denied;
enjoying life with comprehensive awareness is recommended. Without being
distracted from saMsaar one can become attracted by and attuned to the supreme Lord
the inconceivable as conceived in any form as the devotee desires according to his
attributes and inclination. The supreme Self is no where outside, neither in high sky
nor deep in the earth, very much near to one, closer than the breath, very much
closer than the source from where breath comes – the heart within.
One must realize that one has arrived alone and one has to depart alone. It is
only in saMsaar, the primordial life that his becomes associated observing with other
forms similar to his forms, forming what is known as relationship. But within his
own self he is alone. Being Alone is not the same as loneliness. Loneliness comes
when one concentrates on the forms. Being Alone is concentrating on the self
within. In loneliness one has to remember others for companionship, pleasures, joy
and happiness; when one is Alone one remembers and revels within his self for joy,
Bliss of Beatitude, a senses of being in peace. sanyaasa means leaving every else and
being comfortable with being Alone. One who does not realize the importance of
being Alone, seeks and finds comfort, although transient and temporary, in
company of others. One who realizes the importance of being Alone, he has not to
seek without but within for the enduring, permanents comfort and satisfaction.
The one who prefers being Alone, needs no company of others, such one revels
being Alone even in a great congregation, appreciates the significance of the
statement made in Isha Upanishad “yaismana\ savaa-iNa BaUtanyaa%maOvaaBaUiWjaanat: | t~ kao maaoh: k: Saaok:
ek%vamanaupSyat: || - One who knows that all creation abides in Him, how could there be
delusion, and how can there be any grief, when Him alone one sees. vaOragya comes
from vaItraga transcending from attachment to other empirical, temporal body-forms
and to the things in saMsaar. When one is Alone with one‟s self his emphasis and
concentration is on his self Alone, being transformed and elevated to the spiritual
content. He reflects on saMsaar and becomes meditative on eternal truths. Meditation
means being Alone to think, reflect with out any external assistance.
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Now what one sees is the chaotic state of saMsaar, not sa%ya, the Prime Existence.
saMsaar is not comprehensive balanced Existence but chaotic, with as many
modification as mind in every human being can conceive. Each on has his own
saMsaar. As Time turns its wheel the desires in mind makes modifications, wealth
diminishes, the number of relatives diminish leaving only the supreme Lord to
deliver from the chaotic state of saMsaar.
sa%saMga%va means associating one‟s self with, building relationship with sat\, sa%ya,
the Prime Existence, not with the world of kith and kin, possessions and positions.
When one builds relationship with comprehensive sa%ya, the Prime Existence then be
becomes inassaMga%vaM - detached with all or any particular partial manifestation,
delivered from the illusory world of desires. inassaMga%vao inamaao-h%vama\ - such detachment from
all or particular manifestation makes one inamaao-h man of dispassion. inamaao-h%vao inaScala t%vaM
(inaScala ica<aM) – With detachment comes unmoving, immutable Principle or Mind.
inaScala t%vaM or inaScala ica<a means deliverance from the chaotic state of saMsaar. Only in that
inaScala t%vaM or inaScala ica<a, sa%ya, the Prime Existence dwells.
Each day is a day of confrontation, struggling to choose between the good
and the bad, the Eaoya and p`oya, all days are not similar or clear, some seasons are rainy,
some are wintry rarely coming a day which are soothing as spring. Life remains a
long dream, some moments bright and some dark, even as the energy saps and end
comes unasked, without being summoned till death at the door steps waiting to
take life by forelock. ,
Shankara speaks of the observations and concern of the common people.
The common people know that even as time passes there are modifications in their
body-forms, desires and likes and dislikes and when wealth increases even as the
people gather around him even so when wealth diminishes people and relatives
also shun their company. Even as possessions, positions, wealth and wellbeing is
transitory and changes with time and circumstances, even empirical relationship,
affiliation and bond is transitory and changes with time and circumstances. It is
sign of ignorance and immaturity that makes one become attached to things which
are transitory, fleeing and impermanent. It is sign of Wisdom and enlightened
awareness to know the transitory, fleeing and impermanent nature of the saMsaar and
remain aloof, detached and in a fully liberate state of being. The purpose of being
wise in Wisdom is not to break away from but to become liberated to the state of
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spiritual freedom from the shackles of saMsaar which bind one to the transitory, fleeing
and impermanent world of temporal experiences. Therefore not through
renunciation of possessions, positions, wealth and wellbeing but understanding the
enslaving attitude of the possessions, positions, wealth and wellbeing one
becomes truly liberated. Isha Upanishad says tona %ya>ona BaiHjaIqaa: - enjoy possessions,
positions, wealth and wellbeing with the sense of renunciation, with detachment.
If one renounces frightened of the muck, impurity in saMsaar then one would be
deprived of the fragrance of the Lotus flower. Abandon the idea of renouncing,
abide in the idea of rejoicing with the sense of renunciation that possessions,
positions, wealth and wellbeing are in relation to the body-form which itself is
transitory, fleeing and impermanent. . Remain where you are, enjoy what has been
provided by destiny, with ful consciousness and awareness that what you are, what
you enjoy, what has been provided is transitory, fleeing and impermanent. Then
you will reach the goal without missing any sign-posts – “maayaaimadmaiKalaM ih%vaa ba`*mapdM %vaM
p`ivaSa ivaid%vaa |”.

idnamaip rjaina saayaMM p`at: iSaiSarvasantaO punarayat |
kala: k`IDit gacC%vaayau: tdip na mauHca%yaaSaavaayau: || 12 ||
When during the day or night, during dusk or dawn, in winter on in spring, when
coming or going, time sports and life retreats even then one does not give up
storming desires.
Explanation :
Desires demand satisfaction here and now, overlooking Time sporting day
after day diminishing the capacity of the body to enjoy. Whatever be that has gone
in the bowels of Time, the heavens are yet to come with hope and assurance. Even
when men are told that heavens are to come later after sufferings here and now,
even then such assurance is but an extension of desires, human beings not ready of
giving up desire and hope.
If primordial life is to be transformed in to a spiritual life then the steps
need to betaken now and here nor later. In spiritual life tomorrow never comes, it
is and illusion to speak of tomorrow when the moment next is not certain.
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Dreaming for a future happiness one cannot live in unhappiness now in the present.
Therefore spiritual discipline or struggle for the divine cannot be considered with
hopelessness in attitude or in temperament. One has to be positive in outlook and
pro-active in performance of one‟s duties. One should not desire for fruits because
desire for fruits is nature and character of the saMsaar. Therefore one cannot be
delivered from the clutches of saMsaar, by desiring for the fruits for performance of
one‟s actions. The day one learns to live performing actions in the present
moments without waiting for fruits in future, that very day and that very moment
you will be delivered from saMsaar, which is madeof nothing but the memories of the
past and hopes for the future.

ka to kantaQanagaticanta vaatula ikM tava naaist inayanta |
xaNamaip sajjanasaMgaitroka Bavait BavaaivatrNao naaOka || 13 ||
Who is your wife, why bother about wealth? Is there no one to guide you? Know
that in the three wolds onlt re company of noble ones is the boat which helps to
cross ocean of samsara.
Explanation :
One must understand and appreciate that the one who is supreme Self high
above all and everything is also the one as fragment within every one and every
thing in creation. Language may be different, the words and symbols used may be
different but the One who is spoken is not different but the One and One alone.
The place where the One, sa%ya, the Prime Existence dwells is same though every one
can enter through whichever door one desires, according to each attribute and
inclination. Who remembers and recollects which door he entered once he sees and
experiences sa%ya, the Prime Existence. Before one enters the dwelling place of the
Lord, he has many doors are there for him to enter but one he has entered the
dwelling place he has all doors closed.
When vedic scriptures revealed sa%ya, the Prime Existence then every word,
every sentence though variously expressed was pure and immaculate in luminosity
of divine effulgence. When upanishadic intellectuals reflected and meditated on
the vedic scriptures, there came the first diversity of interpretations.
When
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Darshanakaras arrived on the scene there came the initial diversion perception
some adhering to the traditions designated as vaidik or orthodox and some
disputing the traditions designated as a-vaidik or unorthodox. When Bashyakaras
came then the perceptions, darshanas became crystallized among the followers as
different and distinct schools of thought with establishment of institutions to
propagate each of the Bashyas.
A lonely mind is the devil‟s work shop. Company of the noble ones is the
harbinger of enlightened resurgence. Noble ones are those whoever revel in divine
dispensation, a veritable powerhouse which energizes divine vision and assures
luminous enlightenment. Their words rejuvenate the soul and smoothen the
passage towards Perfection. When Shankara spoke about “xaNamaip sajjanasaMgaitroka Bavait
BavaaivatrNao naaOka ||” he had not in mind the establishment of institutions to propagate
each of the perceptions, darshanas because even as he was emphasizing his
perception he took care to put before the listeners the views which were contrary
to his perception. While propagating the Path of Knowledge (&anamaaga-) he did not
minimize the importance of Path of Actions (kma-maaga-) or the Path of Communion
(Bai>maga-). His emphasis was on being in the company with sat\, sa%ya, the Prime
Existence, which enables hum to unfold his innate essence according to his
attributes and inclination. Company of the noble sould is not the goal, it is only the
opening, the door, the Way that leads one to the goal. Shankara compares the
company of the noble ones to boat which helps the ocean of saMsaar – “sajjanasaMgaitroka Bavait
BavaaivatrNao naaOka”. One must not attach oneself to the boat but abandon it even as one
abandons the stick used for igniting the funeral pyre.

Shankar is said to have stopped at this stage, whereupon his disciples
took upon the task to clarify what the Acharya had spoken.
Totakacharya pointed out :
jaiTlaao mauNDaO lauiHcatkoSa: kaYaayaambarbahukRtvaoYa: |
pSyannaip ca na pSyait maUZao (udurinaima<aM bahukRtvaoYa: || 14 ||
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An ascetic with matter locks, an ascetic with head shaven, one with hair plucked,
one wearing ochre robes seeing does not perceive, the misguided one for the sake
of filling his stomach changes his posture and bearing.
Explanation :
Human being can become subservient to events and circumstances or be the
master of events and circumstances, not perceiving when he has eyes to see, not
listening when he has ears to hear, not thinking when he has a mind to think
intelligently and with sese of discrimination. He can choose pleasure or
satisfaction, gratification or serenity, that which is temporary, fleeting, momentary
and ephemeral or that which is permanent, enduring, lasting and perpetual. Those
who are unenlightened, driven by desires under the influence of senses choose the
temporary, fleeting, momentary and ephemeral changing their posture, position,
carriage and bearing whereas those who are enlightened, driven by righteous
thoughts and sense of discrimination choose that which is permanent, enduring,
lasting and perpetual. Outer posture, position, carriage and bearing does not make
one renouncer – Sanyasi. External posture may deceive others but cannot deceive
oneself. Others may not be affected, but one‟s own essence would certainly be
affected. Because in the final instance your internal existence will shape one‟s
evolution, not the external existence. How can one rise to reach svaga- if within his life
is stuck in the swamp of saMsaar, paved with pools filled with desires, sight unsteady
and mind unrestrained, with no purity of heart or clarity of mind? Sense of
discrimination is the ascent of the human race, absence discrimination is the
descent of the human race. Liberty is positive and proactive energy. Liberty is not
license. Liberty is an opportunity to search, inquire, investigate p`kRit – Nature, the
manifest creation firstly without being inquisitive, irreverent to ?t, the Cosmic
Law or to Qama-, the rules of righteousness and finally understand and be in
communion with sa%ya, the Prime Existence. It is fortunate that some choose Liberty
as the positive, proactive energy, it is misfortune that many react to License as the
negative and inactive impulse. Because in the performance of one‟s actions is
hidden the fruit of one‟s accomplishment. Whatever one is, whatever one is to be
all is the result of one‟s inner being, not of the outer posture. One‟s thought decide
what one would turn out to be – ica<amaovasaMsaarma\.
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Hastamalaka responds :

AMgaM gailatM pilatM mauNDM dSanaivahInaM jaatM tuNDma\ |
vaRwao yaait gaRih%vaa dNDM tdip na mauHca%yaaSaaipNDma\ || 15 ||
With body worn out, hair turned grey, mouth without teeth, the old one walks
tottering with a stick in hand, yet his desires do not disappear.
Explanation :
One must be aware that human mind responds every moment of one‟s life to
the influence of senses, imagining, thinking, scheming and seeking the pleasures
and the fulfillment of desires of a person in saMsaar, even when he has accepted to live
the life of sanyaas. Then what to speak of the one who is living in saMsaar desires
more and more desires to be fulfilled but has overlooked his declining age and
incapacity to relish the pleasures? Shankara has repeatedly pointed out that
performance of actions by way of intense austerities, or perfected penances, deep
study of scriptures or performance of sacrifice will not deliver one from saMsaar, unless
desire from heart is uprooted from the heart. Only when one becomes consciously
aware of the senses are incapable of fulfilling desires only them one is considered
as man wise in Wisdom. A man of Wisdom means one who being consciously
aware and becoming transformed sees life afresh and listens unvocal words, the
silence of sa%ya, the Prime Existence.
Subodha remarked :

Aga`o vai*na: pRYzo Baanau ra~aO cabauksamaip-tjaanau: |
krtlaiBaxastrutlavaasa: tdip na mauHca%yaapaSa: || 16 ||
With fire in the front and Sun in the rear, crouched down on knees, sheltered under
tree and begging food in folded palms, man still falls prey to passions and desires.
Subodha remarked :
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kuruto gaMgaasaagargamanaM va`tpirpalananaqavaa danama\ |
&anaivahIna: sava-matona maui>M na Bajait janmaSatona || 17 ||
He who goes to river Ganga on pilgrimage, performs rituals and vows, or gives
charities, all these without being wise in Wisdom on the opinion of all avails him
no deliverance even after hundred births.
Nityanand remarked :

saurmaMidrtrumaUlainavaasa: Sayyaa BaUtlamaijanaM vaasa: |
sava-pirga`hBaaoga%yaaga: ksya sauKM na kraoit ivaraga: || 18 ||
Sleeping under a tree near a temple on ground as a bed, deer‟s skin being his entire
possession, whose is the pleasure without having any dispassion.
Ananmdgiri remarked :

yaaogartao vaa Baaogartao vaa saMgartao vaa saMgaivahIna: |
yasya ba`*maiNa rmato ica<aM nandit nandit nand%yaova || 19 ||
Whether one revels in yoga or revels in pleasures, seeks enjoyments in company or
in seclusion. Only he whose mind revels in Brahman, he verily revels, indeed he
revels.
Explanation :
Man without his sense of discrimination, though considers himself the most
important and pinnacle in evolutionary cycle, is an insignificant fragment in the
entire creation. Though he has energizing energy in front of him rearing to flare up
in brilliance and the luminous Sun at his back to invigorate him in performance of
action, human beings waste their valuable life in submission to passions and
desires. One is bound by the string thread of desire, but even the strog thread will
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break when the fire of luminous light shines. The thread of desires for the great
seers and saints broke and ther became liberated, the thread of the beggars who
pose as sanyasis wil never break, there will not be delivered.
One must remember that passion and desires could be the most motivating
factors in the hands of an enlightened human beings. But passion and desires
could have devastating effect in the hands of an un-enlightened human beings,
who submit themselves to the influence of senses. All that one possess will one day
decay, disintegrate and be destroyed, not the Wisdom of the enlightened, wise
ones. For the un-enlightened human beings their pilgrimage to river Ganga,
performance of rituals and vows, charities assure him no deliverance if they are not
backed up by enlightened Wisdom, even if he endeavours in hundred lives.
Because wisdom assures transformation, resurgence of one‟s consciousness.
Without having any dispassion sleeping on bare ground under a tree near a
temple, with deer‟s skin as his entire possession foes not help him. Not engaged in
yoga or in pleasures, enjoyments in company or in seclusion, unless his mind
revels in Brahman, there is no other way to deliverance. Because whatever maybe
the external activities the inner urge, impulse continues to drive the normal human
being under the influence of senses to perform action with passion and desires.
One should know Wisdom is not Knowledge of the scriptures Wisdom is experience
of the truths contained in scriptures, Gita may be remembered and recollected but
if the Wisdom contained in Gita is not experienced then all remembering and
recollecting is of no use. Gita is useful as medium because it points out the source
of Light, but one has to walk towards the source which is pointed.
Dhridhabhakta remarked :

Bagavad\gaIta ikMicadQaIta gaMgaajala lavaNakiNaka pIta |
sakRdip yaona maurairsamacaa- ik`yato tsya yamaona na cacaa- || 20 ||
For one who has studied little of Gita, who has sipped even a drop of waters of
river Ganga, who has worshipped Krishna even briefly, for him there is no
resistance when death comes. ,
Explanation :
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Intent is important, outcome is taken care of. Scriptures as instruments are
for helping one to progress not for becoming hindrance in one‟s regression.
Scriptures are for deliverance , nor for detention. Shankara says “Bagavad\gaIta ikMicadQaIta
”, even a little study, every one is full with Gita, having memorized all the verses,
but not sign of deliverance, only death is seen at the end of the tunnel. One may
have done many worships, performed sacrifices and gone through penances and
austerities, yet no sign of even a ray of the Sun to show the way to deliverance, no
transformation to speak. But reading is a step towards the goal, not the goal. A map
designed for deliverance, not the deliverance. Scripture does not deliver, do not
depend on scriptures to deliver, understanding scripture and experiencing the
essence therein, delivers, put your all energy and efforts on understanding the
scriptures and soon the experience will open the gates to the heavens. What serves
the purpose of the words, the Gita, the drops of river Ganga or going to the
temples, if that does not open the doors of one‟s own to understand the words and
experience the hymns. Gita has no relation with the scripture spoken by Krishna
and documented by Vyasa. Gita is ! the soundless Sound – Anaaht Qvaina, which
reverberates every thing that is manifest in creation. If you collect the scriptures
and not the principle, the bells and not the Sound, the forms and not the essence
then every thing one has collected would become the burden around one‟s neck.
The religion contained inn Gita does tell you escape from facts but understanding
them as impermanent, transitory take a leap to transcend them to reach out sa%ya, the
Prime Existence. So long as you do not understand facts of your life, the
relationships between you and the Prime Existence, your form and other forms in
creation, you will remain confused and confounded witout any capability to
transcend the world. The one who overlook and escape from the realities of life
will never be able to transcend them and know sa%ya, the Prime Existence. Let Gita
be the prayer, scriptures be submission, then the effort will be fruitful opening the
heart to be receptive to ! the soundless Sound – Anaaht Qvaina, which reverberates
every thing that is manifest in creation. And one will stand liberated from saMsaar,
delivered from the shackles of the words, theories, explanations, beliefs.
Nityanatha clarified :

punarip jananaM punarip marNaM punarip jananaIjazro Sayanama\ |
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[h saMsaaro bahudustaro kRpyaa|paro pih mauraro || 21 ||
Again comes birth and again comes death, again comes refuge in mother‟s womb.
This primordial life is difficult to transcend, O merciful Murari, deliver me from
this.
Explanation :
People deny the merciful Lord because in their stressful saMsaar, his presence is
experienced. Others deny him not because they have searched him and not found
him. Yet others deny him because, out of ego-sense-they think that every that is
dome in life is dome by human beings and every happens thjat happens is due to
human enterprise. Therefore whatever appears to him in nature as wrong, he
desires to put those things right, whatever thing that appear inconvenient to him, he
put it aside or desires to destroy it.
But those who understood the merciful Lord accepted him as the ultimate
reality, the very existence which is eternal is essence and perennial in being present
in every form that one becomes conscious of. All things are destroyed and nothing
created, every thing is transformation of one thing into another, even as the
unmanifest sa%ya, the Prime Existence became transformed as manifest Creation.
Those who understood the manifest Creation understood and accepted the Creation
as repeated transformation and transmutation,
innumerable creations and
innumerable destructions, with many successes and with many failures, turning
one giant Wheel round and round, one once up to the top and once one down to
the depth. “[-Svar: sava-BaUtaanaaM )_oSao|jau-na itYzit | Ba`amayana\ sava-BaUtaina yan~a$Zaina maayayaa ||” says Krishna.
Therefore deliverance is from this cycle of birth and death of which saMsaar is the
visible symbol.
The essence which is now in your body may have been earlier in a tree that
stand low or tall, in a fish that swims, in the worms that crawl, the birds that fly or
the animals that roam around. The spokes of the wheel that had risen high may fall
to the depths to rise again when time comes. Pranayam is breathing out, pratyahar
is breathing, this continuous process keeps the life cycle in order. Deliverance is
not from one state to the other. Deliverance is from the impermanent, transitory
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cyclical saMsaar to the permanent and eternal state when the cycle stops turning. of .
Deliverance is choiceless awareness, not choosing one and denying the other,
preferring one and rejecting the other. Deliverance is the state where the fragment
abides with the Whole.
Nityanatha further said :

rqyaakp-Tivaricaknqa: puNyaapuNyaivavaija-tpnqa: |
yaaogaI yaaogainayaaoijatica<aao rmato baalaaonma<avadova || 22 ||
Wearing clothes worn out in rags, walks on the path transcending the ideas of
merits and demerits, the one who is enjoined in mind with perfected communion,
he revels like a child in exuberance.
Explanation :
Sanyasa is transcending the deep attraction and attachment to the space
between the birth and death. Sanyasa is conscious awareness that birth of the as
well death of the body is cyclical event, birth being form becoming manifest death
being the form becoming transformed, the essence within the form remaining
unaffected by the cyclical event – “sa na saaQaunaa kma-Naa BaUyaannaao evaasaaQaUnaa kanaIyaanaoYa”. The
merits and demerits are of the forms, the essence being aloof and independent of
them. One who has restrained his senses and concentrated his mind, becomes
exuberant like child – “tsmaad\ ba``a*maNa: paiND%yaM inaiva-V baalyaona itYzasaot\ |”.
Surendra said :

ks%vaM kao|hM kut Aayat: ka mao jananaI kao mao tat: |
[it pirBaavaya sava-masaarM ivaSvaM %ya>``\vaa svaPnaivacaarma\ || 23 ||
Who you are, who I am, who is my mother, who be my father, thus having
inquired reject all these as unsavory and world as a dream.
Medhatithira explained :
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%vaiya maiya caanya~Okao ivaYNauvya-qMa- kuPyaisa mayyasaihYNau: |
Bava samaica<a: sava-~ %vaM vaaM<CsyaaicarVid ivaYNau%vama\ || 24 ||
In you and in me and in all others dwells Vishnu why then you be angry with
exasperation since in all we see Vishnu. Be equal-minded in all circumstances and
if you so desire will attain the all-pervading status.
Explanation :
If one wants to know where he has to reach then he should first know from
where he has come. The future is concealed in the past and what we make of our
life in the present determines what one would be in future. Any unplanned journey
based entirely on desires be some thing and possess some thing is sure to be a
disaster. When one rejects the unsavory world from the mind that mind filled with
din benediction, Prayer becomes surrender, surrender becomes fulfillment. Even
as the individual soul, a fragment is searching for the full and complete, the full
and complete is gathering the fragments. In the intervening period of Time, the life
passes as a dream.
In average life one does not think but reacts o the influence of senses and to
the thoughts accumulate since past in mind, even as in a dream state one does not
think, but reacts to the life lived in wakeful state. In life as in dreams words and
thoughts dominate; in awakened state, the words and thoughts of the empirical
world do not exist. If one thinks there would be no previous thoughts to respond to.
The dream state does not deliver, the waking state delivers. So wake up from the
dreams. One thinks afresh but finds no response since in awakened mind there are
no thoughts, the Mind is like a lake without ripples.
Wake up and you will see what you have never ever seen, listen what you
have never ever heard, experience what you have never ever experienced. You will
wake up to a state which is beyond all the things you have ever seen, all the things
you have ever heard, all the things you have ever spoken or have ever experienced.
Some thing indescribable, unspeakable, which was sought from one birth to
another birth, from one death to another death, the experience which upanishadic
seers declared as “yataovaacaao nivat-nto Ap`aPya manasaa sah | AnandM ba`*maNaao ivaWana\ ||”, seer Balaki earlier in
ancient remained silent, even as Gautma Buddha is said to have remained silent,
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even as later a western mystic did, saying that any thing that he speaks would be
false. Upanishads refer it as sa%ya, the Prime Existence, which is like a lake without
ripples, sea without waves, ocean without storms – as sa%yaM, &anaM Anantma\, as sat\ icat\ Anand. ,
Buddha refers the state as Nirvana being without sensation, being in the Bliss of
Being . „This is Bliss . . . there is no sensation‟ and when he was asked „But how
can there be Bliss when sensations no longer exist?‟ he replied „When sensations
no longer exist, O brother, that, verily, is Bliss”. It is the state where sa%ya, the
Prime Existence, Satya alone is revealed as IT IS, luminous and resplendent and
not concealed and obscure.

Sa~aO ima~o pu~o banQaaO maa kuru ya%naM ivaga`hsaMQaaO |
sava-ism,annaip pSyaa%maanaM sava-~ao%saRja Baoda&anama\ || 25 ||
Donot waste time to win over enemies, friends, sons or relatives, Observe the Self
within all getting rid of all sense of separation.
Bhaaratvamsha councelled :

kamaM k`aoQaM laaoBaM maaohM %ya>\vaa||%maanaM Baavaya kao|h,ma\ |
Aa%ma&anaivahInaa maUZa: to pcyanto narkinagaUZa: || 26 ||
Giving up desire and anger, greed and infatuation, inquire within Who am I? The
misguided one with the Wisdom of the wise ones fall in the bottomless obscure
worlds.
Sumati suggested :

gaoyaM gaItanaamasahsa`M QyaoyaM EaIpit$pmajasa`ma\ |
naoyaM sajjanasaMgao ica<aM doyaM dInajanaaya ca iva<ama\ || 27 ||
Reciting Gita and thousands names of the Lord and meditating on the form of
Vishnu, in the congregation of noble souls and giving wealth in charity to the weak
and needy,
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sauKt: k`Iyato rmaaBaaoga: pScaawnt SarIro raoga: |
yaVip laaoko marNaM SarNaM tdip na mauHcait papacarNama\ || 28 ||
For one who leaves one‟s body in enjoying the pleasures of women, would end in
bodily disease, even in the worlds death brings release it brings no relief from
demerits done.

Aqa-manaqMa- Baavaya ina%yaM naaist tt: sauKlaoSa: sa%yama\ |
pu~adip QanaBaajaaM BaIit: sava-~OYaa ivaihta tIit: || 29 ||
Woe to the wealth, never ever is therein truly even particle of happiness, even from
children there is fear, this indeed is the way of wealth everywhere.
Explanation :
One cannot seek deliverance because deliverance is something to be
achieved. Deliverance is the state which dawns when the chains which bind one to
saMsaar are broken. When one becomes delivered one become free as the air spreads in
space. Men of Wisdom do not define sa%ya, the Prime Existence. But if sa%ya, the Prime
Existence is to be defined then it is to be defined as the space which envelops every
thing without being attached to any one. ?t, the cosmic law or Qama- the principles
have no religion, they are same to every thing that has become manifest as essence
and the forms. When we understand this cardinal truth then there will be neither
religions nor the innumerable divine forms.
?t, the cosmic law is applicable to every thing that is manifest as essence
and forms. sa%ya, the Prime Existence symbolizes every thing that is pure and
propitious, every that exists as ultimate Existence. sa%ya, the Prime Existence will
never be participated in one‟s life there is desire, anger, greed and attachment.
These are to be divested from one‟s mind and heart only then sa%ya, the Prime
Existence becomes experienced, where the senses are restrained and mind is
composed and collected. restrained and senses. One who does not leave desires
such one is not delivered.

P`aaNaayaamaM p`%yaaharM ina%yaaina%yaivavaokivacaarma\ |
jaaPyasamaot samaaiQaivaQaanaM kuva-vaQaanaM mahadvaaQanama\ || 30 ||
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Restraint over senses, withdrawal from sense-objects, constant discrimination
between the eternal and the transient, the process of equanimity of the intellect
accompanied with invocation of the divine forms should be accomplished with
care, yes should be accomplished with care.
Explanation :
Primordial life is an exercise in opposites, where breathing out is
Pranayama and breathing in is Pratyahara. Men of Wisdom say that of all the
limbs in a body only the heart cannot stop breathing, breathing symbolizing the
existence of the consciousness, the self within existing. If the heart stops breathing
then absence of breathing symbolizes the non-existence of the consciousness, the
self within. Pranayama is extension of the breath outward, Pratyahara is the
contraction of the breath inward. Birth is Pranayama is, death is Pratyahara ;
between these two extreme runs the stream of life. One who is intent on
enlightenment lives the life in between these two extremes, transcending both the
birth, Pranayama and death, the Pratyahara. That state is the state of Nikumbha,
restraint of breath, the silence in which the self reposes in its original state of being,
when desires do arise, therefore saMsaar, the Primordial is the state of Silence, where
thoughts do does not rise instead ceases to be. The Tree becoming the seed, seed
becoming the Tree appears improbable but is not impossible. Each tree has many
seeds within and every seed has the potentiality to become as Tree. Life begins
with opposites parts; life matures in balancing the opposites parts; life reaches the
goal as the unified parts becoming Whole, therefore, should be accomplished with
with invocation of the divine forms

gaurucarNaambaujainaBa-rBa>: saMsaaradicarad\Bava mau>: |
saoind`yamaanasainayamaadovaM d`xyaisa inaja)dyasqaM dovama\ || 31 ||
One who is ever devoted to the Guru, becomes liberated from saMsaar with restraint
over senses and withdrawal from sense-objects from mind experiences the supreme
Lord in his heart.
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Concluding verses:

maUZ: kScana vaOyaakrnaao DukRHkrNaaQyayanaM QaurINa: |
EaImacCMkr BagavaicCYyaO baaoiQat AisacCaoiQatkrNa: || 32 ||
The misguided grammarian lost in rules was cleansed of his narrow vision and
showed the luminous Light by the disciples of Sri Shankara, and showed the

Baja gaaoivandM Baja gaaoivandM BajamaUZmato |
naamasmarNaadnyamaupayaM naih psyaamaao BavatrNao || 33 ||
Meditate on the Lord, meditate on the Lord, meditate on the Lord, O the misguided
one, since thereis no other way to cross the ocean of the primordial world.
Explanation :
Some say Path of Devotion is good, some others commend Path of
performance of Actions as better and some even suggest the Path of Wisdom as the
best of all. There is no one door, no one Path for every effort many doors will be
opened, for every struggle many Paths will be spread. Every Path leads to the goal,
every door opens to enlightenment. Heart is where the self dwells, touch the heart
to nurture the feelings, not the mind which is wandering with impressions of
thoughts, traditions, social conditions, moral and ethical norms. Listen to the heart,
it is there devotion to Govinda touches its chords. If the soundless Sound, !, the
Anaaht Qvaina springing therefrom is heard, then the life will flower and the flowers will
spread fragrance far and wide till it reaches the endless, eternal, immutable
existence, Satya, the Prime Existence, to merge therein or abide therein, as he case
may be.
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